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Features & Deposits Acoustic Facies (airgun profiles) Shape/ Dimensions Location 

DEPOSITIONAL CONTOURITE FEATURES 

Plastered drifts Stratified facies onlaping upslope and prograding 

downslope, with internal discontinuities (downlap, onlap, 

truncations) 

Low mound shape, tilted,<75 km length (typically 30-50 km), 
3 to 30 km width and tens to a few hundreds of m (up to 500 

ms) in thickness 

Large drifts: Spanish and Moroccan continental 
slopes, west of Tres Forcas  

Small drifts: seamounts flanks, base-of-slope 

Sheeted drifts Parallel and subaparallel stratified facies, with internal 

low-angle downlaps close to contourite channels at the 
basin environment 

Subtabular geometry. < 100 km long, 10 to 60 km wide, ~250 

ms thick 

Large drifts: Western, Eastern, Southern and Motril 

basins. 
Small drifts: North of the Maimónides high, upper 

Moulouya Plateau. 

Channel-related drifts Mostly layered mounded and layered (sub)parallel facies, 

with an isolated example of layered oblique facies 

Usually mounded shape, occasionally wedged geometry. ~ 

12km long, 14 km wide, up to 220 ms thick (north WAB) 

North and west of Ibn Batouta High (WAB), south of 

Al-Mansour High (EAB) 

Confined drifts Not observed in this unit 

Elongated separated drifts Layered mounded and layered subparallel facies Elongated shape and asymmetric mounded geometry, with 

variable size (the larger ones are associated to contourite 
channels acting as a moat). < 8 km long,<5 km wide, and up to 

240 ms thick 

Scattered in the slope and basins, with very local 

extent: S of Al Mansour High, N and S of Ibn 
Batouta High, S of Ceuta and W of Herradura Highs. 

EROSIONAL CONTOURITE FEATURES 

Escarpments Truncating steep abraded surface Up to 25 km long, < 6 km wide (typically ~2.5 km) and steep 
gradient 

Transition between the Spanish slope and base of 
slope – basin at the western Alboran; Northern Yusuf 

Ridge. 

Moats Erosive surface truncating the underlying layered oblique, 
layered irregular or chaotic disrupted facies 

U-shape cross-section, <10 km long, <2.5 km width, tens of 
ms deep 

Base of structural highs, always associated to 
mounded drifts 

Channels Erosive surface truncating the underlying layered 

irregular, chaotic disrupted and high-reflectivity layered 
parallel facies. Also layered wavy facies in the 

northwestern WAB 

Low-relief U-cross-section. 1.5 to 12 km wide and few 

hundreds km long 

All deep basins and western base of slope 

Terraces Seafloor unconformity Mostly abraded planar surface <4 km wide, <30 km long Cropping the upper plastered and sheeted drifts at the 

western Spanish and Moroccan slopes 

OTHER SEDIMENTARY FEATURES 

Turbidite systems Canyons - layered irregular to chaotic disrupted; Channel-

fill deposits - high amplitude, chaotic disrupted with 

interbedded layered irregular facies; Overbank deposits - 
layered parallel to semitransparent; Levees - layered 

oblique; Lobe deposits- chaotic disrupted and layered 

irregular 

Elongated feeder, the deposits show a lobular morphology in 

cross-section and wedged in longitudinal cut, showing 16 to 

70 km long, up to 26 km wide and 330 ms thick 

Mostly located at the Spanish margin, cutting across 

the slope and reaching the base of slope, barely 

touching the basin environment 

Mass-movement deposits Chaotic disrupted and chaotic indistinct, locally layered 

irregular and semitransparent 

Irregular elongated, monticular shape. From tens (< 30 km) 

down to only a few km long 

Spanish and Morocco margins, WAB (mostly at the 

SW Alboran Basin) 

 Supplementary Table S1. Summary of the main acoustic facies, shape, dimensions and location of the depositional and erosive contourite features, turbidite 

systems and mass movement deposits formed during the Pl1 unit. 


